Aleah Chapin Workshop: October 2022
MATERIALS LIST
Surfaces
Please bring at least 4 (up to 6) hardboard panels or canvases no smaller than 8 x 8 inches and no
bigger than 16 x 16 (get what feels comfortable to you in proportions you enjoy working with).
We'll be doing a lot of paintings and I want you to have options if your work isn't completely dry
the next day. The more the better!
Gesso each with at least 3 layers of acrylic primer and sand if necessary.
If you have the time and money I highly suggest you try oil primer on top of at least 2 layers of
acrylic primer (https://www.dickblick.com/products/winsor-and-newton-oil- paintingprimer/). It
can make such a big difference in the outcome of your painting and is a joy to work on! Note:
never put oil primer on without an acrylic or similar base, as the acrylic seals your panel or
canvas and protects it from eventual erosion.
Drawing materials
⁃ Vine or Compressed Charcoal
⁃ Large or medium butcher paper sketchbook (we will be doing a lot of quick
drawings, so no need for fancy paper)
Paints
Note: If I have not specified a brand, any are fine, otherwise please get this specific brand if
possible.
- Quick Dry White (Gamblin)
- Brown Pink (Sennelier - it’s more of a green/yellow)
- Yellow Ochre
- Cadmium Orange Deep (hue is fine)
- Cadmium Red (hue is fine)
- Alizarin Crimson
- Transparent Maroon (Windsor Newton)
- Mars Violet
- Ultramarine Blue
- Pthalo Blue
- Green Earth (Old Holland)

- Phthalo Emerald Green
- Any other colors you like
Mediums
⁃ Galkyd Lite (or Liquin Fine Detail. Note: do not get regular liquid, as this won’t
work for the process I teach)
⁃ Gamsol (or equivalent)
Brushes and other materials
⁃ A selection of small to large synthetic or real bristle brushes in both rounds and
filberts, as well as any other brushes of yours, especially well loved ones with
good texture.
⁃ 1+ inch fan brush
⁃ Palette knife (for mixing)
⁃ Palette of your choice (make sure it’s not too small)
⁃ Small jar for Galkyd
⁃ Larger jar or tin can for Gamsol
⁃ Rags: either paper or cloth
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out! aleahchapinstudio@gmail.com

